Brenda Hendrix Art Classes
Useful Information

Brenda Hendrix Studio is located in the home of the artist. Overlooking Huston Lake in
near Southwest Denver, the studio provides a peaceful and lovely place for learning the
techniques of fine art oil painting.

Oil painting classes are offered on Tuesdays and Wednesdays each week, with some
exceptions (see Schedule). Each class starts at 9:30 a.m. and goes until 1:30 p.m. with
a break for lunch. Classes cost $30 each. The studio accommodates a maximum of just
nine students per class.

Reservations

We have not found it practical or necessary to offer reservations. Classes are first come
first served, and while it has on rare occasion gotten a bit crowded, no one has ever
been turned away. If you are interested in starting class it would be best to call and
inquire about class availability.

Parking

On-street parking is convenient along Alcott and Ohio Streets, but you are free to use
our driveway on Ohio Street if you prefer. Watch for the street sweeping signs between
April and November.

Equipment/Supplies

Bring your own paints, palettes, brushes, canvas or panels, and inspiration. Easels and
bean jars are provided. Panels, paints, brushes, solvents, etc. are available for purchase
if you need them. An extensive library of art books is available for reference at the studio
at any time. If you have a photo you would like to use but don’t know where to start, just
bring it along. We’ll scan it or import it and help you in every way we can to make it
useful to you.

Payment

We accept cash and checks, in advance or in arrears or at the time of purchase. As
mentioned above, classes are $30 per session, and if you pay in advance you never
lose your money. If you cannot attend for any reason, the credit flows forward to the next
time you can attend; or we will refund it to you upon request.

Illness

To reduce the spread of colds and flu, please don’t come if you are sick. If you’ve
already paid for the class don’t worry. See our credit policies under Payment.
Please contact us with any questions or to reserve an art instruction session.
Brenda Hendrix
755 South Alcott Street
Denver, CO 80219
303-935-1818
www.hendrixart.com
email: brenda@hendrixart.com
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